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Art historians and historians of the early modern Netherlands know 
Jan Van der Heyden as a painter and etcher of exquisite landscapes and 
townscapes in the late Golden Age. Few scholars, however, have written 
about Van der Heyden' s other careers as an inventor and as Fire-chief 
General of the city of Amsterdam. More significantly, little scholarship has 
approached Van der Heyden from both of these perspectives. As an inventor, 
Van der Heyden created the first delivery hose, an advance that 
revolutionized firefighting. Van der Heyden' s contraption employed flexible 
leather hoses, allowing firefighters not only to stretch the hose from a fire 
engine to confront fires from close range, but also to position the fire engine 
a considerable distance away from the water source. Van der Heyden' s 
invention improved upon prevailing means of fighting fires, especially the 
stationary deliver jet, which could only deliver streams of water from a 
fixed location often far from the blaze.1 Van der Heyden and his son, Jan 
van der Heyden the Younger, published an account of the new fire hose in 
1690 under the title Description of the recently invented and patented hose-pipe 

• Greg Beaman is a master's student in history at Louisiana State University. He 
is a 2004 graduate of DePauw University, where he double-majored in mu~ical 
arts and European history. His research interests include Dutch culture and society, 
early modern print and printmakers, national identity, and social control. 

1 I take this general description of Van der Heyden's invention from K.R. 
Gilbert, Fire Engines and Other Fire-Fighting Appliances (London: Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1966). Also, Renee Kistemaker and Roelof van Gelder, Amsterdam: 
The Golden Age, 1295-1795 (New York: Abbeville Press, 1982), 171. 
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fire engine, and its manner of extinguishing fire, in us~ at present in Amsterdarn.i 
Van der Heyden himself etched each of the plates m the book. Two editi 
of the book were published, first i~ 1690 and again in 1735, the latter twe:; 
three years after Van der Heyden s death. . 

The Description symbolizes a s_tate o! flux, both ":1 ~an der Heyden's 
artistic style and in wider Dutch society. First, the Descnption suggests m h 
about the way early modern Netherlanders viewed prints. As~n 
experienced artist and printmaker, Van der Heyden knew how to sha 
his artwork to suit the tastes of his audience. On one hand, the prints in th 
Description offered the viewer a choice of narratives - between old method: 
of fighting fires and Van der Heyden' s new method, between reality and 
imagination, and between past and present. On the other hand, an audience 
existed in the Dutch Republic for disaster stories, but that audience declined 
in the late seventeenth century as science and technology captured public 
interest. 3 Second, the prints in the Description contrast sharply with other 
works of art by Van der Heyden while at the same time exhibiting shared 
characteristics. Third, the Description alternatively confirms one point of 
view and proposes another about the process of social improvement and 
discipline in Amsterdam in the late seventeenth century. From the 
perspective of the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic's economic growth, 
which led to the physical expansion of cities and caused significant social 

2 The full title is Beschrying Der nieuwlijks uitgevonden en geoctrojeerde 
slang-brand-spuiten, en Haare wijze van brand-blussen, Tegenwoordig binne~ 
Amsterdam in gebruik zijnde. Behelzende wijders aanwijzing van 't ver~chi~ 
tusschen hare uitwerking, en die van d' oude Blus-gereed-schappen en Spmtert 
zo uit de Werktuigen zelve, al suit de blussing der Branden, welke binnen deeze 
Stad. onder 't gebruik van beyde, zijn voorgevallen. Nevens Beschrijving der 
Brand-ordres van de $tad Amsterdam. Door der zelver Inventeur Tan vander 
Heyden, en Tan vander Heyden de Tonge, Generaale Brandmeesters der St~ 
Am~terdam: [Description of the recently invented and patented hose-pip~ ?re 
engine, and its manner of fighting fire, in use at present in Amsterdam. ContaiIUJ\l 
a fuller indication of the difference between its development and that of the 01 

ti. · h' ' both ex ng_uis ing methods and spouts; thus descriptions of the tools themselves, 0! which have been used in this city. Related description of the fire codes of~; 
city of Amsterdam. By the inventor Jan vander Heyden and Jan vander Heyd 
the Younge~, Fire Chiefs General of the City of Amst:rdam.] Atlas van St~lk, 
2832. All images referred to i·n the t from http.// presen paper come he www._atl_asvanstolk.nl unless otherwise noted. Referred to hereafter as t Description. 
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order and industriousness imply too that Van der Heyden's invention fit 
into a larger pattern of change in Dutch society. From the point of view of 
social stratification and civic space, however, the Description suggests quite 
a different story. Rather than an image of contested civic space, the 
Description presents a picture of shared civic space.5 The practical success 
of Van der Heyden' s fire engines and hoses played an important role in 
forging that cooperation. 

The first print in the series, "Image of the old fire spout, doing her 
work ... [and] Image of the new Fire Hose, named the Fire-Engine-Snake, 
doing its work also/' shows the old method side by side with the new 
method. 6 Indeed, Van der Heyden designed the prints specifically to show 
improvements from the old method to the new.7 While the old apparatus 
remains stationary, merely directing the spray of water in a general direction, 
a man carries the new fire hose up a winding staircase to attack the fire 
from closer range. Departing from a realistic depiction, Van der Heyden 
drapes a cloth bearing a sizable image of the new machine over a ladder 
leaned up against the building. The close-up of the new machine takes up 
most of the top-left comer of the print. In this way, Van der Heyden stays 
true to a realistic depiction of his new invention while simultaneously 
relying on traditional iconography to promote its use. Letters on the print 
corresponding to definitions in the text add to the sense of accuracy of Van 
der Heyden' s description. 

"Representation of the varying effectiveness of the Old and New Fire 
Hoses, used to extinguish fires," the second print, follows the pattern set 
by the first. 8 An imaginary scene of a large house fire spreading to 
surrounding houses, even to a church across the street, contrasts the 
effectiveness and versatility of Van der Heyden' s new Slang-Brand-Spuiten 
[Fire Engine Hose] with the old method. The facades of each house are 
transparent, giving the viewer a doll's house view of the action within the 
burning houses. Five levels, including a basement and an attic, comprise 

• J.L. Price, Dutch Society.1588-1713 (New York: Longman, 2000), 84. 
5 Angela Vanhaelen, Comic Print and Theatre in Early Modem Amsterdam; 

Gender, Childhood and the City (Aldershot, U.K.: Ashgate, 2003). 
6 "Afbeelding van d' oude Brand spuiten, doende haar werking ... Afbeelding 

vande nieuwe Brand spuiten, genaamt Slang Brand spuyten, doende mede haar 
Werking," Atlas van Stolk, 2832:2a. 

7 Van der Heyden, Description. 4. 
8 "Vytbeelding vant verschil der bequaamheden, van d' Oude en Nieuwe Brand 

spuiten, ten gebruik van brand blussen," Atlas van Stolk, 2832:2b. 



fir b ms out or l:uuuv1.. '-'J.l utc .:>u.t=t:!t outsid · th t r The e u . e the house m e cen e ·. efi hters operates an old-style Brand-Spuzten [Fire 
of the house, a team of fir . g otently directing one stream of water to each 
Engm· e (without a hose)], imp d•.-at""ti· on in which the water can be throu,... 11 how every .u.~'"" • • TY 1t floor. These streams s d . 119 Meanwhile, several firefighters attack 
from the nozzle of the ol dengttne1·d· e of the house using Van der Heyden's 

fr ·thin an ou s . the blaze om ':1 ne directs a hose toward flames m the basement; 
Slang-Brand-Spuit:~~at either end of the ground floor; one stands at the 
two work on th~ e landing while another stands on~ ladder positioned 
second floor starrca~ d . a firefighter points a hose into the third floor ond floor wm ow, f f h to a sec b . house from his station on the roo o t e house next window of the ummg · · h fl f h 

I fi en work to extinguish t e ames rom t e roof of door and severa rem ·1d· . h b k ' . h d from the roof of a taller bui ing in t e ac ground the bummg ouse an · At the house next door, firefighters spray all three floor~ from strategically 
positioned ladders. The implications of Van der H~yden s new Slang-Brand
Spuiten are obvious. The antiquate~ Bran_d-Sp~zten could ~nly hope to 

ntain a fire of the magnitude depicted m this second prmt. The new 
:achine, on the other hand, made it possible to fight a fire from several 
directions. Instead of fighting only the most accessible flames, firefighters 
could now go nearer to the source of the fire. 

Van der Heyden's inclusion of the old and new methods within one 
print combines two narratives in one scene. The illustrations are not mere 
filler, either. That Van der Heyden lavished such care into minute details of 
the prints demonstrates that they are an integral part of the book. 
Unmistakably, the old, fixed-position apparatus possesses insufficient 
ability to contain the fire effectively. The print reminded the viewer of 
notable fires in Amsterdam's history, and called to mind the grim aftermath 
of those fires. While viewing the print, one would see the old machine and 
~entally finish the narrative, associating the outdated technology with the 
disastrous consequences of past fires. The effectiveness of Van der Heyden' s 
Slan~-Brand-Spuiten, by contrast, would cause the viewer to imagine a new endmg to the storv one · hi h h d · Thanks th . -,, m w c t e estruction was not as severe. to e new invention th · · . . · ht , e imagmary farmhes who lived in the houses nug escape poverty and d ft • I tri d h . es 1 ution. The mental choice of narratives a so ggere t e matenal ch · Vt d · between the old f foice an er Heyden wished to suggest; the choice way o ightin f · · d Van der Heyd , d . g Ires and his new, improved metho • en s esrre to t d him to show exampl f promote the Slang-Brand-Spuiten promp e es o actual f · t By recalling to the public' 8 mind ires 1~ Amsterdam's recent ~as_ · . the destruction wrought by fire within hvmg 
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memory in Amsterdam, Van der Heyden reinforced the usefulness of his 
new invention. "Image of the Burning of Amsterdam's Old Town Hall: 
which burned to the ground on 7 July 1652" depicts, for the first time, an 
example of fire's destructive force. 1° Fire, beyond the control of the bucket 
brigades, engulfs the old Stadhuis. The tactics of the bucket brigades are 
not successful, as Van der Heyden went to great lengths to explain.11 The 
brigade must fill buckets from the nearest canal, pass them up a ladder to 
the street, and convey them from person to person across the open square 
before the water reaches the fire. Further, relatively small buckets of water 
had little effect on a large fire. In the print, four separate bucket brigades 
work, while two other groups carry ladders. Crowds of people are visible 
on the inside of the building, while some climb down ladders to safety. 
Having already seen firefighters carry Van der Heyden's new hoses up 
ladders to extinguish fires in the previous prints, the absence of such 
measures in 1652 became particularly striking. Van der Heyden reinforced 
this impression in the text. Even though the Stadhuis "was of stone with 
no easily combustible material present," he wrote, "the entire [structure] 
burned to the ground with everything attached to it."12 In the far right of 
the Stadhuis print, two squadrons of firefighters work the new style engines. 
Van der Heyden included the new fire engines in the print "only to point 
out the difference between the confused bustle and trouble of the former 
[methods] and the simple apparatus of the latter [method]. One should 
note ... that no fire engines were actually used at this fire." 13 Van der 
Heyden' s goal becomes explicit in light of this passage. The Stadhuis print 
contains a blatantly imaginary element; Van der Heyden inserted a fictional 
narrative, in the service of his central goal, into an otherwise documentary 
print. Van der Heyden' s overriding message was that he was not pulling 
the wool over the eyes of the reader; his seriousness must not be 
underestimated. Furthermore, his invention was one that the city of 
Amsterdam could not responsibly live without. 

10 "Afbeelding van den Brandt van 't Oude Stadhuis van Amsterdam: 't welk 
den 7 Iuly 1652 ten grondt toe afbrande," Atlas van Stolk, 2832:2c. 

11 Van der Heyden, Description, 13-14. 
12 Ibid., 26. 
13 Ibid. 



8 . ed these themes m tne next several Prin van der Hey~en co;~~use in the Oude Schans in 1658;14 a .. ~· lie 
showed the bunung; ~uriersgracht in 1669;1s and a fire that cons eavy 
Fire" in a bakery on rde ,

5 New Island in 1670.16 The split narr ti~rned Amste am d lk a 'Ve . six houses on . ·n "Fire of the ol ropewa s belonging t 1s especially conspicuou: t building ... 12 January 1673."t? The OCcas·o the 
Admiralty and of ;ea~:r Heydens the first opportunity to test the~ono1 
this fire g~ve th~ a~s such, it represented the turning point between ne\\r invention m ~ction. where the narrative of the new engine split d~ ... · old 

d the Juncture . . f h . ....'-&.:,IVely an new, f th old. Despite suspicion o t e new engine from vet from the story o e d . . t ti' "Th" . . eran . V. der Heyden ordere it m o ac on. is incident show d firefighters, an . ,, h 1 e 
th difference between the two engmes, e ater wrote.ts On clear as day e . ,, . 1 . ce the veteran firefighters agreed to its use, a smg e new engine, coming late 

d finall reluctantly put to work on what was thought to be unavoidably 
:::'st, had ~reserved everything ~at had been still standing."19 In Van der 
Heyden's estimation, the old en~e wa_s already obsolete. ,, 

The old narrative ends dec1s1vely m the next chapter, About Fires 
Which Occurred Since Only the New Fire Engines with Hoses Have Been 
Used."20 Van der Heyden wrote glowingly about the shift. "At the beginning 
of the year 1682 everything was new .. :new equipment, new regulations, 
and new people."n Another image, "Picture showing the burned parts of 
the Bruinvis Soapery, 18 April 1682," shows the success of the change most 
clearly.22 Not only is most of the building still standing, with only minor 
damage to the roof, but Van der Heyden included a diagram of the 
placement of the several engines used to fight the fire. During this fire, 

15 

"Swaaren Brand den 29 December 1669 ontstaan in een Zuikerbakkery, op de Laurier graft" [Heavy Fire on 29 December 1669, which arose in a sugar refinery on the Lauriers Canal], Atlas van Stolk 2832·2d-1' dt" 16"R . , . . , . E lan [R. wnenvanSesHuizen,verbrandtden250ctober1670,op tNieu Y an 
St tulkns2Bof Six houses, burned on 25 October 1670 on the New Island], Atlas 11 0 , 32:2e. ' 

11 "B 
rand van d' Ad . 1· . .. G bouwen ... den 12 lanuarr 1673,, ~ra 1te1ts oude Lynbanen, en b11staande e ·raJty and of nearby buil~in [Fire of the old ropewalks belonging to the Admt 18 Van der H g~. · · 12 January 1673], Atlas van Stolk, 2832:2g. 

19 Ibid. ey en, Description, 40. 
20 Ibid., 58. 
21 Ibid. 
22 "F· 

iguur vertonende d . . Bruirnris: .. . den 18 April 1682 ,, A I e verbrande deelen ... van de ZepenJ de 
23 Van der He;den t Das va~ Stolk, 2832:3d. 

' - escnption, 60. 
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efforts. The inclusion of more than one scenario in each print stopped here, 
as the firefighters no longer even bothered to take the old engines to fires. 

Although the prints in the Description differ in important ways from 
Van der Heyden' s other works, it is clear that his career as an artist was 
useful. On one hand, more than one writer has commented on the "infinite 
patience for detail" he exhibited in his townscapes and his exceptional talent 
for reproducing brickwork.24 On the other hand, as Multhauf writes, 
"Except for the drawings in [the Description], he never painted poor or half
ruined houses and no rain or dirt sullies his streets."25 Similarly, in Van der 
Heyden' s townscapes, "all signs of poverty, crime, noise, stench and other 
unpleasant phenomena are completely omitted."26 That fire, ashes, soot 
and water dominate the views in the Description represents a dramatic 
departure in Van der Heyden' s artistic works. What is more, Van der 
Heyden enjoyed fame as a painter of imaginary architectural scenes. His 
ability to integrate imaginary narratives into the prints in the Description, 
therefore, is not surprising. 

How, in fact, did Van der Heyden create the prints in the Description? 
He elaborated from crude drawings, adding painstaking details with each 
successive attempt. ZJ Van der Heyden made several counterproofs to ensure 
that each image would appear properly on the final print. This lengthy 
process precluded "any trace of spontaneity or virtuosity."28 It seems that 
Van der Heyden' s artistic process carried over into his career as an inventor, 
where one needed patience for extensive trial and error before the 
emergence of a final product. Although he often relied on other artists to 

24 Multhauf, "Introduction," in Van der Heyden, Description. See also Lyckle 
de Vries, "Jan van der Heyden," in Jane Turner, ed., Dictionary of Art, Vol. 14 
(New York City: Grove, 1996), 503-504; and De Vries, "Townscapes," in Turner, 
ed., Dictionary of Art. Vol. 31, 246-248. 

25 Multhauf, "Introduction," xx. 
26 De Vries, "Townscapes," in Turner, ed., Dictionary of Art. Vol. 31, 246. 
'D The preliminary sketches for the plates in the Description survive in the 

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. De Vries, ''Jan van der Heyden," in Turner, ed., 
Dictionary of Art, Vol. 14,504. 

28 De Vries, "Jan van der Heyden," in Turner, ed., Dictionary of Art. Vol. 14, 
504. 

29 Ibid., 503-504. 
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paint or etch figures, the figures in the Description are Van der Heyden' s 
own.29 Lyckle de Vries writes," After working up his original drawing of a 
burnt-out house with brush and wash to establish the light and shade effects, 
he introduced small figures separately on a counterproof."30 De Vries does 
not cite the specific print to which she refers, but the most likely candidate 
of the prints in the Description is "Picture of a house on the Bloed Street . . . 
20 July 1684."31 Yet again, Van der Heyden embarked into new artistic 
territory with the prints in the Description. 

Van der Heyden' s reputation as an artist and inventor undoubtedly 
played a role in the success of his inventions among the public. Fame alone, 
though, did not make an inventor successful. Accordingly, the Description 
not only contrasted old and new, real and imaginary, but it also sought to 
convince the regents of Amsterdam and the wider public of the efficacy of 
his invention. In addition, the prints appealed to a broad range of society. 
Scholars accept that Van der Heyden' s prints "provide rare historical 

documentation of poor and industrial areas of Amsterdam not seen in 
townscapes of the period."32 The threat of a fire in the Stadhuis affected 
most of Amsterdam's citizenry, but fires in ordinary locales also had the 
potential to cause concern. Van der Heyden played on these concerns by 
including scenes of fires in diverse Amsterdam neighborhoods. "Two 
wooden houses in the Goudsbloemstraat; equally destroyed by Fire," for 
example, demonstrates how susceptible were the wooden dwellings of 
Amsterdam's poorer inhabitants.33 Rather than depict the houses during 
the fire, here Van der Heyden showed the aftereffects of the fire. The two 
wooden houses, with little space between them, still stand, but the damage 
is significant. A woman drops debris from an attic window down to the 
street, while an average person shovels other debris into a pile. Several 
charred timbers rest against the house. Another man, standing with a young 
couple, gestures towards the burned-out houses, as if to tell the story. The 

30 Ibid., 504. 
3111 

~l~ing van een Huis in de Bloet Straat ... den 20 Iuly 1684," Atlas van 
St~lk, 2832:3J, 1~ the only print with a single burnt-out house and small figures. The 
pomt, though, is that Van der Heyden most likely executed each plate in its entirety. 

504
_ 

32 
De Vries, "Jan van der Heyden," in Turner, ed., Dictionary of Art, Vol. 14. 

33 "T h . 
wee oute Hmzen in de Gout-blom-Straat; te gelyk in Brand geraakt " 

Atlas van Stolk, 2832:3e. ' 
34 

"Afbeelding van een rang huizen, op de Heere graft: in welks middelste 
tussen den 25 en 26•ten April 1683 ' 

b . · · · · en zwaaren brandt ontstondt" [Image of a 
su st~tial house, on the Herengracht: in the middle of the ni ht betw 25 d 
26April 1683 ... and the severe fire started], Atlas van Stolk, !s32:3f. , een an 



next print in the series shows the aftermath of a fire on the .t1erengral.:1u, 

one of seventeenth-century Amsterdam's wealthier neighborhoods.34 The 

damage is comparable to that of the "Two wooden houses in the 

Goudsbloemstraat," but the brick fac;ade of the house on the Herengracht 

suggests that its occupants might fare better than the inhabitants on the 

Goudsbloemstraat. Social distinctions, though, do not seem important 

aspects of these prints. Van der Heyden suggests that no one was safe from 

the danger of fire. 
Although the state of affairs regarding fire safety still held very real 

dangers, the second half of the seventeenth century witnessed many 

scientific advances in building materials that made life better for most 

citizens.35 Because of these advances, the danger of urban fires decreased, 

even if it did not disappear. 36 Van der Heyden mentioned his preference 

for less flammable building materials only to emphasize his decision to 

focus on the ordinances for organizing the firefighting force.37 E.L. Jones 

argues that, thanks to a steady pattern of capital accumulation, 

governmental authorities in parts of northwestern and eastern Europe 

insisted on brick and mortar building materials by the seventeenth century. 

Jones writes, ;'Rebuilding in non-flammable materials was a function of 

rising incomes (while boosting them through the greater efficiency of 

capital) and of the precautions insisted on by central and local authorities."38 

Lettie Multhauf, too, notes that preventative measures against fire 

manifested themselves in ordinances mandating better construction 

materials. 39 

Van der Heyden' s prints seem to bridge the gap between the taste for 

traditional disaster epics in the Dutch Republic and an appetite for the 

~
5 W.W. ~ijnhardt et al, eds., The Dutch Republic in the Eighteenth Century; 

Decline. Enhghtenement. and Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992). 
36 The Great Fire of London in 1666, for example, did not benefit from any of 

these technological advances. See Neil Hanson, The Great Fire of London: in that 

apocalyptic year. 1666 (Hoboken, N.J.: John Wiley & Sons, 2001). 
37 

Van de~ Heyde~ writes, "We have not talked about the ... bylaws concerning 

the construction of chimneys, stoves, furnaces, and fireplace ... [because] these 

fall outside our intention and furthermore they have been introduced almost 

every~~ere and must be adapted to the laws of each city." Van der Heyden 
Description, 94. ' 

38 
~-~- ~ones, T~e European Miracle: Environments. Economies, and 

Geopolitics 1n the History of Europe and Asia (Cambridge u K. c b 'd 
U · · p 98 ) , • . . am ri ge 

ruvers1ty ress, 1 1 , 33-34. 

: Multhauf, "Introduction," in Van der Heyden, Description. 
Schama, Embarrassment of Riches, 30-34. 



sorts of scientific advances in the second halt ot the seventeenth century 
embodied by the Slang-Brand-Spuite_n. Simo~ Schama has des~ribed the 
Dutch predilection for fantastic sto~1~s of shipwrecks on the high seas.40 
The persistence of this theme desensitized the market, he argues, bu_t well
equipped publishers made each subsequent release more exotic and 
unbelievable than the last. Schama contends that disaster epics "played on 
Dutch anxieties about unlooked-for adversity, relentlessly stressed by their 
preachers who insisted that the more lavish the feast, the more imminent 
the writing on the wall."41 Furthermore, "In these accounts, the reduction 
of worldly state and goods to a condition of humility and contrition was 
the precondition for redemption." 42 

The prints in Van der Heyden' s book fit uneasily into the niche Schama 
carves out, but comparison is fruitful nonetheless. To begin with, Van der 
Heyden did not have to embellish his stories because he drew on actual 
events to furnish material for his prints. Van der Heyden definitely exploited 
Dutch anxieties about fire to make the case for his new Slang-Brand-Spuiten, 
but the similar outcomes of the fires on the affluent Herengracht and the 
humble Goudsbloemstraat do not support Schama' s claim that abundance 
necessarily preceded disaster. However, fires and shipwrecks both had the 
ability to relegate individuals to a state of vulnerability in preparation for 
redemption. Viewed through this lens, Van der Heyden' s prints suggest 
that, while fires were inevitable, use of his Slang-Brand-Spuiten to extinguish 
the flames positioned the victim doser to redemption, because the damage 
would be less severe. However, instead of encouraging traditional didactic 
interpretations, the prints in the Description correspond more precisely to 
the trend in Dutch society "in which exceptional emphasis [was] put on 
technological innovation."43 The public took a great interest in new 
inventions. Devices such as the Slang-Brand-Spuiten and the streetlight 11 

acted as a stimulus to science, providing new instruments and devices 
which, in turn, suggested new kinds of research."44 

~le so~e recent scholarship argues that the regents' program of 
enforcm.g social order in Amsterdam was a contested issue, the Description 
represents at least one aspect of the program that enjoyed wide social assent. 
In the c_ontext of appropriation of Amsterdam's civic theater for the moral 
education of burgher children, one author writes of challenges to the 

41 Ibid., 31 
42 Ibid., 33. 

~(6c;;;:~~xflsoraredl,U~e P~~i Republic: Its Rise. Greatness. and Fall. 1477-. vers1 ress, 1995) 903 44 lbid. ' · 
45 Vanhaelen, Comic Print and Theatre. 16. 



redefinition of the theater and of concerted efforts to keep "banned or 

threatened practices in circulation." 45 The diversity of social scenes depicted 

in Van der Heyden's prints suggests on its face that few Amsterdammers 

took issue with reforms to the firefighting organization of the city. Van der 

Heyden, though, created each of the prints with a specific end in mind. He 

wanted to sway the reader to his point of view, to persuade the viewer that 

the new fire hose was a marked improvement on the old way of doing 

things. However, when couched in the terms used by Van der Heyden, the 

human cost of fire trumped material or financial costs. Despite his careful 

accounting of the decrease in the financial burden that came with adoption 

of the new fire engine, Van der Heyden asserted that the human cost was 

"actually worse than the fire itself."46 The print of the fire this statement 

referred to buttresses the contention that the tragedy of human loss took 

precedence for Van der Heyden. While most of the prints in the Description 
show well-defined figures, Van der Heyden depicted the individuals who 

perished while investigating the ruins of the Nieu Island fire as mere 

shadows, running for their lives from the flaming walls collapsing around 

them. 
Moreover, Van der Heyden aided the Amsterdam regents by enhancing 

social welfare. Jonathan Israel cites Van der Heyden' s street-lighting system 

in Amsterdam as II one of the outstanding examples of the successful 

application of technology to daily life in the Dutch Golden Age."47 

Improvement to daily life II was motivated by several considerations but 

especially a desire to further enhance orderliness and reduce crime."48 The 

Description tells a similar story, as we have seen with Van der Heyden' s 

persistent claims to promote social order. The crime in question here is 

arson, which Van der Heyden addresses specifically. Thanks to regulations 

he proposed to ensure maximum efficiency of the fire brigade, he claimed, 

"there [was] no longer any reason to fear arson."49 In a densely residential 

city like Amsterdam, as for much of Europe at the time, arson was an 

extreme social danger that Van der Heyden' s invention remedied in some 

measure. Once the new fire engine proved its worth in action, opposition 
to it was non-existent. 

The prints in Van der Heyden' s Description, then, had a number of social 

and cultural implications. In the closing chapters of the book, he draws 

distinctions between the sometimes-lackadaisical behavior of the old guard 

of firefighters and the new group of men who operated the Slang-Brand-

46 Van der Heyden, Description, 34. 
47 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 681. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Van der Hevden, Descriotion, 90. 
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and fright among the inhabitants, looting, and other_diso~d:rs_which fires 

inevitably bring."51 In this sense, the system of social disciplme worked 

very well. . 
Jan van der Heyden's Description represented a marked shift not only 

in his artistic style, but in Dutch society as a whole in the late-seventeenth 

century. The change in Van der Heyden' s style seems largely superficial, as 

the purpose of the prints in the book did not coalesce with any general 

artistic purpose. The themes of Van der Heyden' s work, for example, did 

not suddenly change from his conventionally pristine townscapes to one 

of society in disarray. That the prints did not alter his general style gives us 

more biographical information than perhaps anything else, suggesting that 

his work as an inventor became more important to him than his artistic 

endeavors. At least one aspect of Dutch taste in art changed as well, as the 

move away from disaster stories toward an interest in scientific innovation 

indicates. If science represented order, and disaster disorder, then this 

change of mood was wholly consistent with the trend in Dutch society 

toward greater order and organization. Even if some of these orderly 

transformations required imposition from the top of society, not all of them 

we~e controversial. More important, evidence supporting such a claim is 

entirely absent. That Van der Heyden drew on experience from his careers 

as a_r~t ~nd inventor to produce the Description grants him a privileged 

pos_ition m the history of prints. That the Description had such far-reaching 

social consequences suggests that it should occupy scholars for years to 

come. For now, Van der Heyden' s Description remains poised at the precipice 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, at the confluence of the Golden 

Age and the Enlightenment. In short, it lies at that point, where old became 

new and past became present - just as Jan van der Heyden wanted. 

50 Ibid., 92. 
51 Ibid., 21. 


